INTRODUCTION
Data mining is a process, which involves the application of specific algorithms for extracting patterns (models) from data. New knowledge may be obtained in the process while eliminating one of the largest costs, viz., data collection. Medical data, for example, often exists in vast quantities in an unstructured format. A new predictive modeling approach known as associative classification, integrating association Mining and classification inside into single system is being discussed as better alternative for predictive analytics [3] . Some of the classification techniques presented are CBA [10] , CMAR [9] , CPAR [8] . As discussed in [10] it achieves higher classification accuracy than do traditional classification approaches such as C4.5, FOIL, RIPPER. According to [10] these traditional classifiers are faster but in many cases accuracy is not so high. Moreover many of the rules found by associative classification method cannot be discovered by traditional classification algorithm. Given the readability of the associative classifiers, they are especially fit to applications were the model may assist domain experts in their decisions. Medical field is a good example were such applications may appear. Let us consider an example were a physician has to examine a patient. There is a considerable amount of information associated with the patient (e.g. personal data, medical tests, etc.). A classification system can assist the physician in this process. The system can predict if the patient is likely to have a certain disease or present incompatibility with some treatments. Considering the output of the classification model, the physician can make a better decision on the treatment to be applied to this patient [6] . The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The concept of Associative Classifiers (AC) is being discussed in section 2. In section 3 the advanced AC that are recently proposed have been introduced. In section 4 the refinement of support and confidence framework and its mathematical constraints ie downward closure property is discussed. In section 5 the future direction is given.
ASSOCIATIVE CLASSIFICATIONS
Associative classification(AC) mining is a promising approach in data mining that utilizes the association rule discovery techniques to construct classification systems. The entire dataset is divided into two part the 70% of data is used as training data and the remaining 30% is used for testing the accuracy of classifier. It is a three-step process shown in figure 1.
i.
Generate the set of association rules from the training set with certain support and confidence thresholds as candidate rules.
ii. Pruning the set of discovered rules to weed out those rules that may introduce over fitting
iii. Classification Phase is the step to make a prediction for test data and measure the accuracy of the classifier.
Association rule mining is performed on transactional a database that contains a record of items purchased in a different transaction. An example of such data base is shown in vi. A special subset of association rules whose right-hand-side is restricted to the class attribute is used for classification. This subset of rules is referred as the Class Association Rules (CARs).Using association rule for classification is advantageous over traditional classifiers is that the simple if -then -else rules are used for classification which makes it easy for the end user to understand and interpret it. Also unlike decision tree approach one can easily update the rule set without affecting the complete rule set where as in decision tree approach it requires reshaping of complete tree
ADVANCEMENTS IN CAR RULE GENERATION.
The accuracy of AC largely depends on the set of rules we are having before classification will occur. If we are having Good Class Association Rules (CARs), definitely the accuracy will be high. Recently a number advanced Association Rule Mining techniques have been proposed to get good rules. These Advanced ARM can be combined with classifiers to give the Advanced AC having good predicting capabilities.
An associative Classifier based on positive and negative rules.
A new associative classifiers that take the advantage of negative association rule mining and associative classifiers. These are two relatively new domains of research. The paper extends the concept of positive association rule of the form X Y to X Y, X Y and  X Y with the meaning X is for presence and X is for absence. Instead of using support-confidence framework in the association rule generation the algorithm uses supportconfidence some measure based on correlation analysis. Step3. Rank and Prune
Step4. Prediction 
Temporal Associative Classifiers
The data is not always static in nature but changes with time and therefore adopting temporal dimension to this approach will give more realistic approach and will yield much better and useful results. The purpose of temporal predictive system is to provide the pattern or relationship among the items in time domain. For example rather than the basic association rule of {bread}{butter} mining from the temporal data we can get a more insight rule that the support of {bread}{butter} raises to 50% during 7 pm to 10 pm everyday [3] . These rules are more informative and useful to make a strategic decision making in every field. Temporal database is having an additional time related attribute. Time is an important aspect of all real world phenomena.

There are many examples of time-ordered data that demand our attention (e.g., scientific, medical, dynamic systems, computer network traffic, web logs, markets, sales transactions, machine/device performance, weather/climate, telephone calls)  The monitoring and tracking of real-world events frequently require repeated measurements -the volume of dynamic time-tagged data is therefore growing, and continuing to grow.  Many of the data mining methods that we have studied require some modification to handle special temporal relationships ("before", "after", "during", "in summer", "whenever X happens")  Time-ordered data lend themselves to prediction -what is the likelihood of an event, given the preceding history of events? (e.g., hurricane tracking, disease epidemics)  Time-ordered data often link certain events to specific patterns of temporal behavior (e.g., network intrusion breakins).
To deal with above such situation the new type of AC called Temporal Associative Classifier is being proposed in [3] .The authors have Modified the three most popular AC ie CBA, CMAR and CPAR with temporal dimension and proposed TCBA, TCMAR and TCPAR. The authors have performed the experiment to compare the classifying accuracy and execution time of the three algorithm using temporally modified dataset of UCI machine learning data sets. The conclusion were i. TCPAR performs better than TCMAR and is little better than TCBA as TCBA is time consuming for smaller support values and improves in run-time performance as the support increases.
ii. Using 10 dataset the accuracy is calculated for each algorithm. The average accuracy of TCPAR is found little better than TCMAR.
iii. The temporal counterpart of all the three associative classifiers has shown improved classification accuracy as compare to the non temporal associative classifier.
Time-ordered data lend themselves to prediction like what is the likelihood of an event, given the preceding history of events? e.g., hurricane tracking, disease epidemics. The temporal data is useful in predicting the disease in different age group.
Associative Classifiers using Fuzzy Association Rule
In Classification problem the quantitative attributes are descritized as a one of preprocessing step. When the data are associated with quantitative domains such as income, age, price, etc., which are very common in many real applications, association rule mining usually needs to partition the domains in order to apply the Apriori-type method. Thus, a discovered rule X Y reflects association between interval values of data items. normal, medium, and young). In the paper [ZC08] the authors have dealt with the "sharp boundary" problem for quantitative domains and have proposed an associative classification based on fuzzy association rules (namely CFAR).Fuzzy rules are found to be useful for prediction modeling system in medical domain. In medical domain most of the attributes are quantitative in nature hence fuzzy logic is used to deal with sharp boundary problems.
Defining Support and confidence measure:
New formulae of support and confidence for fuzzy classification rule FC is as follows: 
suppose F= {M-Age} and C=C1 and part of a database shown in Table 3 . We have: 0.1 +0.7+ 0.8 +0. 
Weighted Associative Classifiers
Weighted Associative Classifiers is another concept that assigns different weights to different features and can get more accuracy in predictive modeling system like medical field etc. In any prediction model all attributes do not have same importance in predicting the class label. So different weights can be assigned to different attributes according to their predicting capability. A weighted associative classifiers consists of training dataset T={r 1 , r 2 , r 3 …. r i …} with set of weight associated with each {attribute, attribute value} pair. Each i th record r i is a set of attribute value and a weight w i attached to each attribute of r i tuple / record. In a weighted framework each record is set of triple {a i , vi, w i } where attribute a i is having value vi and weight wi, 0<w j <=1. Weight is used to show the importance of the item. Using Weighted Associative Classifiers, weighted rules like "medium Income Table 4 , using Weight of different attribute in predicting the probability of Heart Disease from Table 5 . 
Defining Support and confidence measure:
New formulae of support and confidence for classification rule XClass_label, where X is set of weighted items, is as follows:
Weighted Support: Weighted support WSP of rule XClass_label, where X is set of non empty subsets of attributevalue set, is fraction of weight of the record that contain above attribute-value set relative to the weight of all transactions. the ratio of Weighted Support of (XY) and the Weighted Support of (X).
Example:
The Weighted confidence of the rule R (Hypertension="yes")  Heart_Disease="yes" can be calculated as :
Refining Support and Confidence Measures to validate Downward closure property
The Apriori algorithm is based on the assumption that if the itemset is frequent, then all its subsets are also frequent. This allows the algorithm to build frequent itemsets of increasing size by adding items to itemsets that are already found to be frequent ie if the itemset is not frequent then its superset can"t be frequent, this property is called downward closure property. The refinement of Support and Confidence used in any advanced Association rule mining should retain this property and an AC based on that advanced association rule miner too. In this WAC, instead of using support, a weighted support and weighted confidence , is used. The authors have proved that using weighted support the "weighted downward closure property" retains.
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
In future these advanced AC can be combined to fulfil the real life requirements. For example Fuzzy and Weighted AC can be combined to give more accurate results as most of the data in medical is quantitative and weight can be applied to each feature based on their prediction capability. The temporal aspect can be used to improve the prediction for the patients of different age group. Sum of Record Weight having the condition Hypertension="yes" true
Weighted

